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ABSTRACT

Wave refraction studies were undertaken to assess the stability of the
coastline from Manakkodam to Thottappally, along the Kerala coast.
Refraction diagrams were constructed for waves of different periods and
direr
of approach and the cumulative effect of the sediment transport
was assessed for the particular region under study. The study reveals that
the coastline north of Alleppey is on the whole a stable one. The stability of the beaches on the southern side from Alleppey Pier to Thottappally
spillway, is more dependent on the changes in offshore relief.
l.

INTRODUCTION

FoR any real or hypothetical shoreline, the general configuration of a stable
equilibrium beach can be roughly estimated. Beach and offshore zones are
altered by wave action and the alterations induce changes in wave conditions in shallow waters. These intertelated factors gradua!ly adjust towards
ah equilibrium. The interrelationship o f longshore transport and the wave
characteristics, was studied empirically and analytically by numerous workers
(Krumbein, 1 Saville, 2 Eaton, 3 Caldwell, 4. Bajournes, 5 etc.). The impor.
tance of wave refraction studies in the coastal geological setting has been
shown by M u n k and Traylor, ~ Also Davis, 7 Jennings s and Silvesterg, lo have
established that predominant swell rather than wind waves, is the major
dynamic factor that usually controls the long term pattern of littorals and
transport.
2.

METHODS OF ANALYS/S

An attempt has been made to study shoreline ehanges from Manakkod a m to Thottappally through wave refraction diagrams. Waves approaching
a coast get refraeted as soon as the waves begin to feel the bottom. It
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results from the change in velocity of the wave crest, wkich depends en
the water depth. The part of the wave in deeper water mores more rapidly
than the part in shallower water, causing a beading of the wave front which
is known as wave refraction. Due to this refiaction there wiU be convergences and divergences of wave energy at different places along the coastline. At places where convergence takes place, energy will be partly dissipated and utilised in churning up the beach material and keeping it in
suspension. This material will be carried alongshoie and offshore by littoral
currents. This offshore transpcrt of material gives rise to changes in bathy.
metry in tlae near shore ~egions which may in turn affect the pattem of wave
] efraction.
The zones of convergence and divergence will rtot remain the same
for ~ e different directions and periods of wave approach. Hence in order
to assess the stability of a particular coastline wave refraction studies have
to be made for all possible periods and directions ef approacll of waves.
With tttk, in view, refraction diagrams have been constructed Ior tlais region
t0r waves h~ving periods 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 sec. approacbing the coast
from 200 ~ , 220 o, 240 o, 260 o, 280 ~ and 300 o.
These directions and petiods were cho,en because trom an analysis
of the Indian Daily Wea~er Repo[ts published by the India Meteorological Depa~tment, it was found that Ihese directions and periods cover the
major pzrt of the wave climate including that during the S-W monsoon
season in the Ar~bian Sea, which may affect the Kerala coast. For the
const~uct!on of refractien di~grams the graphical method o f / n t h u r , Munk
and Issacs, u was used. The bottom topography was obtained from the
admiralty chart no. 750. The accuracy of the bottom topography was
checked using the recent bathymetric data available (Indian J. Fish., 1962)
and the cruise data of INS " K R I S H N A ". The refraction parameters
such as the refraction function K ( f, 0) and the direction f u n c t i o n - (f, 0)
were calculated for each of the arbitrarily chosen regions A to U (figure 1)
of the coast under study. Each region covers about 2 mile stretch of the
beach. An analysis of the refraction parameters was made to arrive at
a theoretical estimation of the mechanism of sediment transport along the
coast. By co~relating the two refraction parameters the areas of accretion
and erosion along the coast studied, have been assessed. A decreasing
trend between two stations, in the values of both the refraction parameters
shows that it is a possible r e # o n of accretion and ah increasing trend shows
that it is a r e # o n of possible erosion. Uniform values show tlmt it is a
region of uniform transport. The stability or instability of a particular
s ~ f i o n of the shoreline will dcpend on the net effcct of all the swell waves
affecting the area. The effect along the different regions of the coast under
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Figure 1. Coastline between Manakkodam and Thottappally showing locations o f
stations A to U where refraction parameters were evaluatr
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Figure 2. Erosion and aecretion p~ttr
at stations A to U between Manakl~odam and
Thottappally for waves ofdiffercnt periods approaching the re#on from different directions.

study, due to waves of different periods approaching from different directions has been shown in figure 2. The salient features such as loss or gain
of matelial that could be inferred from tiais study are discussed below.
3.

I~.ESULTS

For waves approaching trom 200 o, accretion or sligllt accretion of matelial
takes place in the regiª between A a.ad B, except for 8 sec waves wl~ich
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cause slight erosion in this region. Similarly accretion or slight accretion
takes place also irt the region between D and H. 13etween 1 and M, the
general trend is towards accretion or uniform transport of material, except
for some erosion betweert J alld K due to waves of 6 sec and bet~cen K
a n d L due to waves of 12 sec and 10 sec. In the region between M and
U, 4 artd 6 second period waves cause uniform tr0nsport towards north.
Betwr
P and R, the higtI period waves (8, 10 and 12 sec) cause accretion.
Waves of all periods under study, approaching from this direction cause
either severe ot slight erosion in the Iegion bctween B and D and H and
I. Waves of 8 sec peiiod cause erosion Letween N and P. Severe erosion
is to be expected also in the lcgicn between R and U for waves of periods
8, 10 and 12 sec.
Accretion of material Js to be ex0ected in the regions D - H and I - K for
waves of almost aU periods approaching from 220 o, although ~igh period
waves ate found to produce erosion in certain parts of these regions. In
the region between stations L and N, either accletion o1 uniform trans19ort of material takes place. Towards south, beyond station O, low period
waves cause uniform transport of material a n d higll period waves (12 sec)
cause accretion in the regions R-S and T-U.
The regien between A and D is a zone of erosion for this angle of
approach of waves except in the case of 10 sec and 8 sec period waves
wkich cause accretion in the region A-C. Waves of all periods cause eresion in the region H - I and K-L. High period waves cause erosion and
low period waves produce mostly unifolm transport towards the noJth in
the regions N - R and S-T.
Accretion is the pronounced trend in the Iegions F-H, L-Q, Q--S and
T - U for waves approaching the coast from 240 o. Beyond P, towards the
south, 4 sec period waves produce uniform transport of material towards
the north. Slight or severe erosion of material is to be expected in the
regions A-B, H - I and K - L for waves of aU periods. In the legion C-D
J-K, P-Q and S-T, erosion is caused by high pe¡
waves and uniform
transpolt of accretion by low period waves. In general for this direction
o f ",raye apploach, erosion predominates accretion except in the Iegions
F-H, L--O, Q-S and T - U .
In the case of wa~,es approaching from 260 o, accretion of mat~ial
takes place between F and H for waves of all periods. Between P and
Q either accretion or urtiform tramsport is noticed. Between Q and U,
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12 sec period waves cause slight accretion while waves of other periods
mostly produce uniform transport of material except in the regions between
Q and R and S and T where erosion is caused by waves of pe¡
4 sec,
8 sec and 10 sec. In the region between I and K accretion of uniform
transport predominates erosion. In all the other regions, erosion predominates accretion or uniform transport. The direction of uniform transport is mostly towards tke South for waves approaching from 260 o. Accretion is very much less compared to erosion for wa,ves approaching from
280 ~ and 300 ~ except in the regions between F and H and J and K where
there is more accretion than erosion. For waves from 280 o, the regions
C-D, I-J, L-O and T - U in general, experience accretion for higk period waves
and slight erosion or uniform traansport tor low period waves. For waves
from 300 o, in tlae region L - N high period waves cause accretion and low
period waves cause either slight erosion or uniform transport. The direction of tra~spolt of material for bottt these directions of wave approach is
towards south.
In general, for all the directions of wave ap.uroach, the regions, F - H
and I - K would be subject to accretion of material, whereas in the regions
A-D, H-[ and K - L , the net effect would be depletion of material. Beyond
L, towards the south, higher period waves cause erosion or accretion depend.
ing on the direction of wave approach as discussed in the foregoing para.
graphs, and low peiiod waves maintain a uniform transpcrt of material. The
direction of transport is also dependent cn the direction of wave approach,
it being towards the north for waves apptoaching from directions ranging
between 200 ~ and 240 ~ and towards the south fot aiiections lying betv, een
260 ~ and 300 o.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The coast nolth ot Alleppey up to Manakkodam can be considered on
t• whole, a stable coast, accretion and erosion taking place every year at
the same rate. Each zone is in dynamic equilit~fium with the material brought
flora noltb or south, depending on the nature of the littoral tlanspolt. But
the xegion of the coest between the stations F and H can be considered
as a nodal zone where the accretion will be slightly more than the ercsion
and the net result will be widening of the beaches in t~e region. Thus the
Thumboli Deoch in the ~egion H - G has widened by about 20 meters tluring
the period 1964-69.
The stability of the beaches on the southern side of Alleppey
Pier up to Thottappally spillway, is more dependent on the changes in offshore ielief. For all the direct~ons of wave approach the Nircunnam beach
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located in the region between s~fions I and K is a seminodal zone and accretion ot material predominates erosion in this region. While other regions
ate temporarily stable, th~s region has remainedstable for man) years.
Punnappra beach near st~tion J had widened to 210 metres in 1965 and
subsequently shrvnk to 80 meteres in 1969 (figure 3) while Purakkad beach
shrunk from 75 metres in 1964 to 50 metresin 1968 and to zero metres
during tb.e monsoon period of 1969.
The wave refractiort pattern explains clearly the widening of the Nircunnam beach, wkich is located in the region between I and K. Since the
stability of the beaehes along this coast is more dependent on the change
in the offshore relief caused by mud banks, the presence of mud banks off
Nircunnam is also one of the facto~s responsible for this stability. Thus
even though the beaches of Punnappra and Purakkad have been eroded
since the study has been started, Nircunnam beach in between the two, has
widened considerably. This shows that the sediment brought from no, th
and south will be deposited in this region.
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Figure 3. Monthly changes in beach width at A--Punnappra, B--Purakkad and
C---Thumboli situated in the region of study.
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